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Communicating Climate Change: 
Tiptoeing through the minefield



Politicized Science
Science gets politicized when scientific results appear to 
impact vested political, ethical or moral interests

 Global warming
 Evolutionary biology
 Forestry
 Embryonic stem cells

New results are only seen in the public realm to the extent that 
they project onto the political question.



'Scientized' Politics

Politics get 'scientized' when advocates appear to debate the 
science in order to avoid debating the values that underly 
their positions

 Bacterial flagellum
 15th century tree rings
 Medieval English vineyards 

Nothing to do with real scientific debate. 
Looks similar but does not follow the same rules. 
'Science' is used to make a 'case', not find the truth. 
Cherry-picking, strawmen, red herrings common 



Consequences?

Good: 
Scientific papers that project onto the perceived debate are 
easier to get into Nature or Science 
More media coverage of your work 

Bad: 
Scientific papers frequently quoted out of context, distorted
Politics is not as nice as science
Scientists under much more public scrutiny
Media reports not generally accurate - “False Balance”, 
sensationalism, over-interpretation common
Public understanding decreases, trust in science erodes
Continual 'debate' hinders serious discussion 



Ethical Issues?

Scientists have a responsibility to avoid public misuse of their 
work:

- avoiding sensationalism, over-extrapolated conclusions
- use/misuse for advocacy purposes 

How much effort must scientists invest to improve 
understanding?

- press releases,  interviews
- briefings for policymakers/journalists/lay public
- blogs

Is it appropriate to use the fake perceived debates to 
generate interest in genuine science?

- teaching moments vs. bandwagonning



Examples of when things go wrong

 



Methane from plants – Keppler et al

From the Press Release:
“plants themselves produce methane and emit it directly into 
the atmosphere”
“This discovery is important ....  for understanding the 
connection between global warming and increased 
greenhouse gas production.”
“Methane is the greenhouse gas which has ...  the second 
greatest effect on climate, after carbon dioxide. .... Methane 
in the atmosphere in fact is largely of biogenic origin.”

Previous week's news context:

Whether reforestation should get credits under the Kyoto 
Protocol



Unsurprising results



Unsurprising results

Second press release put out 
a week later to correct 
'misconceptions' – very few 
corrections....



A couple of years later...
Missing gas saps plant theory

Botanists find no evidence for methane emissions.

A team of plant scientists has cast doubt on one of the most 
startling research results the field has seen in recent years 
— the finding that green plants emit methane. Tom Dueck 
... and his colleagues say that they can find no evidence that 
plants produce the potent greenhouse gas.

Nisbet et al, 2009: Proc. Roy. Soc.

“Together with a new analysis of global methane levels 
from satellite retrievals, we conclude that plants are not a 
major source of the global methane production”



Sea Level Rise by 2100?



Arctic, Antarctic Melting May Raise Sea Levels Faster 
than Expected

March 23, 2006

BOULDER—Ice sheets across both the Arctic and Antarctic 
could melt more quickly than expected this century, 
according to two studies that blend computer modeling with 
paleoclimate records. The studies, led by scientists at the 
National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR) and the 
University of Arizona, show that Arctic summers by 2100 
may be as warm as they were nearly 130,000 years ago, 
when sea levels eventually rose up to 20 feet (6 meters) 
higher than today.

Press release



DOZENS of the world’s cities, including London and New York, could be flooded by the end of 
the century, according to research which suggests that global warming will increase sea levels 
more rapidly than was previously thought.

The first study to combine computer models of rising temperatures with records of the ancient 
climate has indicated that sea levels could rise by up to 20ft (6m) by 2100, placing millions of 
people at risk. 

Press released



How can scientists cope?

First do no harm!
- do not allow publicists free rein in writing releases
- understand the context in which statements will be heard
- underscore what can (and what cannot!) be concluded

Distinguish personal opinions from 'consensus'
- Criticisms of other work = criticism of all work unless 

converse clearly stated (cf. Wunsch on TGGWS)
- Listeners do not distinguish between very well accepted 

and novel ideas
Provide accessible context outside technical literature

- blogs, websites, popular science articles
Try to defuse pseudo-debates – but don't ignore them
Argue on a meta-level

- why does a talking point have traction? 



When in hole, stop digging!

Technical debates are not (publicly) interesting 
Issues of free speech, secrecy, data access are!
Excessive advocacy can create backlash

- don't blur scientific opinions with personal preferences
Perceived attempts to shut down debate are frequently 
counterproductive

- Velikovsky's Worlds in Collision
- Suppressed “EPA” report

Some scientific stereotypes are best avoided
- arrogance, elitism, argument from authority



Conclusions?

'loading dock' model - “put the science out there and let the 
public take what they want” - clearly insufficient

But, public is hungry for more context/possibility to see for 
themselves – this needs to be directly addressed!

Journalism and public education are not enough

Not everyone needs to (or can) be a Carl Sagan... 

.... but a few need to try.



There is much work to do...



Why do such studies get picked on?

Insufficient appreciation of media frames?
Controversy is news,  consensus is not
Disaster vs. non-problem 'centrifugal forces'
Galileo syndrome

Naïve press releases?
Often written by PR professional
Insufficient context/supervision 
Overselling frequent
Possibly no prior media experience
Mistaken assumptions about background/audience

No fault of their own?
Sometimes memes just take off 

(though often with a little push!)



Isn't it fair to balance some one who says that climate 
change is happening with someone who doesn't?
Lack of fact checking on newspapers/op-eds 
But overall impression from such pieces is misleading:

- public think that scientists much more divided 
- this is used politically as a deliberate tactic 
(i.e Luntz memo)

Is the opposite to deny the contrarians all access to media? 
No. Proportional access is appropriate
Some things are still uncertain – debate stories ok

False Balance



Deep ice core DNA

We show that high-altitude southern Greenland, currently lying 
below more than 2 kilometers of ice, was inhabited by a diverse 
array of conifer trees and insects within the past million years. The 
results provide direct evidence in support of a forested southern 
Greenland ...



Deep ice core DNA – Press Release

Greenland's ancient forests shed light on stability of ice sheet

"If our data is correct, then this means that the southern 
Greenland ice cap is more stable than previously thought," 
says Professor Willerslev. "This may have implications for 
how the ice sheets respond to global warming."

Huh?

Boston Globe: “Greenland ice yields hope on climate”
DNA hints warm era didn't melt entire cap

The findings indicate Greenland's ice may be less susceptible to 
the massive meltdown predicted by computer models of climate 
change, the article's main author said in an interview.



By their words you shall know them...

Use of out-of-date and oft-debunked arguments
Accusations of grand conspiracies and fraud
Scientific results always tied to political action
Very smooth talkers
History of wild claims, falsified predictions, false denials 
about industry money, misrepresentation and deceit
Frequent claims of victimhood – oppression because of 
criticism, article rejections, media access

- Patrick Michaels is the #1 most frequent climate 
commentator on CNN
Not necessarily wrong, just most of the time. 

“is” !=> “ought”
political options for what to do debatable.



Within the seven month period of July 1, 2005 to January 31, 2006,[iv] I found 43 articles 
that substantially related to climate change. Eleven (or 25%) of these 43 articles contained 
remarks from persons affiliated in some way with think tanks or organizations that have 
received funding from industry and all eleven articles were written by Juliet Eilperin. - 
Liisa Antilla

But one skeptic, state climatologist George Taylor of Oregon, said it is difficult to 
determine an accurate global average temperature, especially since there are not enough 
stations recording ocean temperatures.

"I just don't trust it," Taylor said of the new calculation, noting that Goddard's findings are 
"mighty preliminary."

World Temperatures Keep Rising With a Hot 2005

By Juliet Eilperin
Thursday, October 13, 2005; Page A01

New international climate data show that 2005 is on track to be the hottest year on 
record, continuing a 25-year trend of rising global temperatures.



It's the sun!

Nigel Weiss: astrophysicist  - described as a 'denier' of 
climate change by Canadian National Post because he has 
made forecasts of solar activity:



Antarctic cooling disproves global warming

Scientific Findings Run Counter to Theory of Global Warming. 
Oh, Dear! What Will the Doomsayers Say Now? 

Jan 25, 2002

“It’s ironic that two studies suggesting that a new Ice Age may be under 
way may end the global warming debate.”.....



But if you live by the media...

Antarctica overall has cooled measurably during the last 35 years - 
despite a global average increase in air temperature of 0.6 degrees 
Celsius during the 20th century - making it unique among the Earth's 
continental landmasses, according to a paper published today in the 
online version of Nature.

Pondering a Climate Conundrum in Antarctica
Unique, distinct cooling trend discovered on Earth's southernmost 
continent

From the original Doran et al. press release:

Our results have been misused as “evidence” against global warming by 
Michael Crichton in his novel “State of Fear” and by Ann Coulter

Peter Doran, NY Times, 2006

Surprised?



Humour is more effective than outrage


